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Introduce
Yourself.

to
LOGO

Tg START:

1. Place the\o&o" cartridge in The cartridge
slot

I. Turn on Peripheral Expansion System.
Turn on computer. Turn on monitor.

3. Screen will tell you to press Qny key to begin.
f. Next screen will tell you to press

1 FOR TI BASIC

2 FOR TI LOGO II

5. Press 2 and the screen will show you
WELCOME TO TI LOGO

When you see the ?_ , you can start typing.
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IMPORTANT KEYS

? is the prompt.
When it shows, it means you can
starf typing.

fctni 3 is the erase key.
When IFCtni and 3 are pressed
at the same time, you can go
back over mistakes and correct
them.

enteri allows the cursor (blinking line)
to go to the starting position and
tells the computer it should try
to obey the commands.

fctni (Function) allows you to type
the symbols on the front side of
the keys. For example:

fctni + r = C

fctni + t = D

For a list of functions, see pp. 27 i ZS.



In order to meet your furt|e,+ype'.
TELL TURTLE

Vbu now have atriangle pointing up
on your screen fhat looks like this

It can draw things
that you command it
to draw... try this;
forward 30 then preSS lENTER

What happens?



What happens if you don't put a space
between forward ^ fhe number?

• Try other numbers.
•Try LEFT$ RIGHT commands with

different numbers.

To get rid of everything you have drawn
on the screen, type:

CLEARSCREEN OF C5

PRACTICE THIS LESSON
AND TRY TO DRAW A SQUARE

WHAT CAN VQURTURTLE DO?

Your LOGO turtle can move '•
forward "| fd
back i these have 8K
right | abbreviations... rt
left J LT
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TURTLE

COLORS

&

Can turtle drowns be colorful?
Oh, yes!

If you have a color monitor, you can
have q background color and o pencolor
using code numbers for the colors.

The color codes are:
0 = CLEAR t> - RED 12 = OUVE

l = BUCK 7 = CYAN 13 = PURPLE

2 = GREEN 8 = RUST \H~- GRAY

3 = LIME 1 ~ ORAN&E 15 = WHITE

H - BLUE 10= YELLOW

5 - SKY II - LEMOM

Vou can use short-cut codes for
background color and pen colors, also.



I TV ThlS* .Mdu must use: THE colon
* ?CB 4 |C IF you USe THE WORp

?SC 6 (on SC :flEt»
?RT 120

?FD 40

?RT 120

?FD 40

?RT 120

?FD 40

?RT 120

?FD 40

Whqf did you see ?

• CB is the short-cut for
*COLOR OF BACKGROUND"

• sc is the shorf-cut for
'set pen color"

l\/ow try experimenting with your
own color progrqrns.



PRINT
A

ESSAG-E

LO&O does more than graphics.
This lesson i the next one will g/Ve you
a brief introduction to words (text) and
numbers... for more detailed work, refer to -fhe
bibliography.

First, type noturtle .
Then try this by typing exactly what
you see:

PRINT CHELLO THERE3

FCTN R FCTN T

Push Ienteri ... what do you see?
Try this with your own message.



LOfrO hqs q clever way tor you to
invent your own program - it is called
q procedure in turf/e-ta/k.

TypC'. TO SIN6

What happened to the color of the screen T
Hit EnterI again.

Now you can write your first procedure.
Type exactly what you see •• print copen mouth3~i wo &»

' ' ' ' PRINT CLA-LA-LA3 af^S™
N / . END J EACI

You hove -Finished your
procedure! If you
want to see it work,
press IFCTNl ond @] at
the same time.

Now every time you
want the steps in
the procedure "sing/
just type sing ond Ienter

8

Type sing ienteri mwhat happens ?

This is called defining a procedure.
• Ifctn [g signals that you have

•finished the procedure,
• clearscreen clears "the screen,



If you want to repeat a procedure,
try this:

7REPEAT 5 CSING1

5\<x

FVeSS rFCTNl q.

What happens?

How could you run this procedure
looo times?

• Try it -
• To stop, press Ifctn iq.

<

4.

J- LA-LA- LA-LA-
LA- LA- LA- LA-

cf -f LA- LA- LAAAAAAAA4 <c
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LOGO has easy ways to do math.
Try this...
Now press Ienter

7PRINT 10+9

What do you see?
Now try these- ?p*int 2° -io 1

/ 7PRINT 10 * 11

7PRINT 18/9 J

DON'T FQgfeET TO
PRESS IENTERI
AFTER EACH LINE.

Can you -figure out" which
signs are for:

addition

subtraction

Try out your own ideas.
To get back fo graphics, type

TELL TURTLE

multiplication
•div/sion

WHAT DO THESE
DO?

TELL TURTLE
NOTURTLE



Initialize,
Save, &
Load

To Initialize-.

Load "DISK MANAGER 2" solid state
cartridge in cartridge slot on computer.
Turn on Expansion System
Turn on Monitor and Computer.
•Vess any key, then press 2 for
Disk Manager.

Disk Manager asks you for a choice *•
1. FILE COMMANDS

2. DISK COMMANDS

3. DISK TESTS

4. SET ALL COMMANDS FOR SINGLE DISK PROCESSINS

If you have one disk drive, press 4-.
The computer will tell you--

SINGLE DISK PROCESSING HAS BEEN INITIALIZED.

Press Z for Disk Commands.

11
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Press 4 -for INITIALIZE A NEW DISK'.
Vbu will see.

MASTER DISK (1-3)? 1
NEW DISK NAME? (We NAMED our* LOGO fi
TRACKS PER SIDE? MO
SINGLE SIDED (Y/N>?

SINGLE DENSITY (Y/N)?

INITIALIZING NEW DISK

WORKING... PLEASE WAIT

COMMAND COMPLETED

PRESS: PROC'D, REDO, BEGIN, OR BACK

Now your diskette is initialized. To get
to LOGO, turn off machine £ ,0ad LOGO
cartridge.

-r- I SAVE
To save, type SAVE press for
and serpen will * procedurescjjiu oorccn Will 2 shapes and titles
CnQfiQfi tO • 3 BOTH 1 AND 2

J PRESS 'BACK' FOR TI LOGO

When you have PRessdevifor
made your choice, i ^tttlll
a new Screen will I ^TTE
OOpeOr." PRESS BACK' FOR TI LOGO

Then a third screen will asK you to
name, the file you hove just created.

"lb recall, type recall
The same two screens

as SAVE will appear, then the Third
screen will ask you to Type in the
name of the -Fi le that you want to recall.
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FROM MR. TURTLE

To teach the Lo&o turtle how to write
a program (a procedure) you type
the word to and some step-by-step
instructions.

For example, you con write a procedure
for a square . Try this:

?TO SQUARE

>FD 40 **^^
>RT 90

>FD 40

>RT 90

<4 first jype ...TO TITL£

^ Then ivpe the steps
>FD 40

>RT 90

>FD 40

>RT 90 .I**00*

^ 1(M VOUR PROCEDURE

BACK

>END TUpm f>nr^e, \prThi 0
^

ARer you typed -no procedure name,
what happened to the cobr of the
screen?

13
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Once you have defined a procedure,
the computer's memory will not let
you use that name for a different
square unless you erase the memory
py tVpinfl ?ERASE SQUARE .
Type clearscreen <cs> fo cleor the screen

Wow you can define a square
in qdifferent way. For
example, a shorrtr way to do
the same square is:

?TO SQUARE

>REPEAT 4 CFD 40 RT 903

>ENO

Whqt does the screen say?

You can use your square procedure
as o command, o\ier 4 over. Try this-

oeni lADr7SQUARE

?FD 10

7SQUARE

What happens? Experiment with
many squares .



One of the most important wq\js you
can use procedures is to build other
procedures.

Try this:
?TO R SQUARE

>REPEAT 12 CRT 45 SQUARE]
>END

|\/ow lets build q procedure from
rsquare: ?TO SQUAREWHEEL

>FD 30

>RSQUARE

>RT 30

>RSQUARE

>RT 30

>RSQUARE

>END

15



HIDE

16

It sometimes cjets bohno watching
*the turtle" move in every direction.

This command will make drawing
on the screen foster... it hides
the turtle!

It is called hideturtle or ht

Iry tniS' ?repeat 4 crt 90 fd son
* BEFORE G-OING TO N&VT STEP, TYPE C5

Now try this- ?ht
/ "7RFI7REPEAT 4 CRT 90 FD 503

Did you notice the lines were
drawn faster the second time?

Mow add colors to get o mce procedure.
(ST RETURNS "TURTLE")
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can I draw

Drawing Qface on paper is
easy. It con be easy in LOGO,
too. All you have to do is
to be able to lift up the pen
i to put it down again-

Vbu can do this
with the commands

PENUP (PU)

PENDOWN (PD)

B

P
o
O)
••o

17
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Now try this:
?RT 90 FD 15

?PU

?FD 15

?PD

?FD 15

Did you draw 2 lines for eyes?
• Try to add a nose

and q moufh.

• Add colors.

REVIEW

What do
these mean?
CB

Sc

MT

ST



MR. TURTLE'S

merry-

round

It is very easy.
All you have to do is
use your repeat

command. Try this:
REPEAT 360 CRT 1 FD 1]

What happened?
Why do you think you
put 3t>0 after repeat?

19



Easy
Circles

20
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If you con draw circles, you con also draw
parts of circles.
All you have fo do is change the circle
procedure by faking out the 3fc and by
+e||ing the computer how many limes to
-kirn-

Try fhi • ?TO ARCL ITIMES :JUMP

>HT

>REPEAT sTIMES CLT 10 FD :JUMP 3

>ST

>END

?T0 ARCR :TIMES :JUMP

>HT

>REPEAT :TIMES CRT 10 FD :JUMP 3

>ST

>END

Experiment
Draw a -face.

21
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ec|C| timePor
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Train your turtle +o slow down
with the command

Try this--

WAIT.

?FD 50

?RT 90

?FD 50

?RT 90

?WAIT 100

?FD 50

What happened?

Did your drawing have q pause in \\?
See if you can make up some
procedures with the command wait .



Try fhis procedure using our
circlel i circled procedures.

?TO DOUBLECIRCLE

>CIRCLER 6

>WAIT 100

>CIRCLEL 6

>WAIT 50

>CIRCLER 4

>WAIT 25

>CIRCLEL 4

>END

Con you draw Qpair at
eyeglasses?

23
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IDEA

TIME...

You have leomed q lot so far!
So let's have tun... here are some ideas

It you have made a procedure
for square, load it and "type-

?TO MANYSQUARE

>REPEAT 4 CRT 90 SQUARED

>END

BACK

Did you remember to press ifctm iqto
end your procedure?



CATALOG

& ERASE

To find out what is on a disK,
insert Disk Manager 2 and

preSS : 2 DISK COMMANDS
1"heJl: 1 CATALOG DISK

master disk a-3>? (enter number)

CATALOG DISK

DISK NAME =

WHERE DO YOU WANT LISTING?

1. SCREEN

2- SOLID STATE PRINTER

3. RS232 INTERFACE

4. OTHER

YOUR CHOICE?

and you will get a catalog of the disK.
To erase a file, insert DisK Manager 2 and

preSS • 1 FILE COMMANDS
then- 3 DELETE FILE

selective <y/n)?4 This asks if you want
A to delete all the files,

MASTER DISK (i-3)? 1 . .
•*" or just one.

The acreen will then show you the name of each
file and ask if you__want to delete it If you do,
press IH and 1enter|; if you do not press [n]
and Ienteri.

25
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THE FIXER-

EDITING

W%*jM
If you moke a mistake while writing
a procedure, don'i worry! If is easy
fo fijr.

•Suppose you typed this'-
?T0 ME

>FD 45

>RT 90

>FD 45

>RT 90

>FD 45

>RT 90

>FD 25

>RT 90

>END

WHOOPS...
YOU MEAWT TO PUT ^5"

Go fo nexf page fo find ouf how fo
fix fhis...



To correct f he mistake, type ?edit me

Did the screen turn green? Did ihe
cursor turn orange?
You wi'JI see the .steps of the
procedure called me

Then you may use any of the
-following commands-

FCTN 15* moves the cursor to the beginning
BESIN 0f the |jne..

FCTN I 6
PROC'D

I
ENTER

FCTN 3

ERASE

moves the cursor to the end of the
line.

moves the cursor up 1 line,

moves the cursor 1 spaceto the left

moves the cursor 1 space to the right,

rnoves the cursor down 1 line.

makes a blank row between the line the
cursor is on 3 the next line (if the
cursor is of the end of a line.

erqses the character or space 1 Space
to the left of the curjor

27
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FCTN 1

FCTN q
CLEAR

BACK

1FCTN I q

erases the character or spqce qbove
the cursor ^ moves the cursor right

clears the line to the right of the
cursor, including the character above
the cwsor

leaves the Edit Mode

Wow you can correct the mistake in
me by pressing [TcrEk until the
cursor is at the right line, then ITcro
until it is under the I, now press H
Qnd IhenLECTitji.



Command
your

computer

COMMAND

7ERASE TITLE

7NOTURTLE

?TELL TURTLE

?HT

?ST

?CS

i*

WHAT COMMAND DOES

clears the procedure
from fhe memory

makes the screen all text

gels you in the turtle mode

hides the turtle

shows the turtle

clearscreen
erases what is drawn or
typed

29
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COMMAND

?HOME

?PP

?PA

?PN

?PO

30

WHAT COMMAND DO£S|

moves the turtle to the
center of the screen

prints the names of the
procedures the computer
knows

prints all the procedures
$ names

prints all the names

prints out the procedure
named
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Do you have an erasable pen?
Wow you can have an
erasable turtle?

To find out how fo make your
turtle erase, go to the nevt
page...

31
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Suppose you wanted
to type-

?FD 30

?RT 45

?FD 18

but you accidentally
typed ••

?FD 30

?RT 45

?FD 180

ENTER

You could +ype:
7PENERASE Or (PE)

?BK 180

?PR 4^THl5 5TOp3 -^g ERASE
i REVERSES fT. IT STANPS
FOR PCNREVERSE.

Is everything O.K. now?



your
turtle

lost his
way

r

It your turtle has lost its way and
you can't see v/hat direction it is
heading, type...

7PRINT HEADING

Lo&o responds with a
number such as iso.
This means the f urt|e
is pointing 180° away
from straight up.

Go to next page to see how a circle
would look it you trace it around
the outside edge for 3ioQC...

(i

33
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2-70

\/\/hat if L0&0 answered 270 ?
Where would the turtle be pointing?

How could you turn
the furflefoO*?

Turn the page to
find on easy way
to turn the turtle.



turn the

You have already learned that you
can turn the turtle by typing rt
or lt and how many 'degrees' you
want to turn.

Vbu can also turn the
turtle with another
simple command...

35
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• sh ocan be very useful.

Suppose the turtle is
pointing straight down
(toward 180°) and you
want it to point straight
up.

Look on the circle on

page 3t. What number
is straight up?

If you type sh 0
what happens?

How could you point theturtle fo
the right 135°?
If you want to return the turtle
to the center of the screen -facing
0°, type HOME .



,•••• ••••/..
• •

Follow
• • • #% •

# • * • • »%

*•./ *• • 0 • *

the Dots
* • * m. ...

The command dot will place
o dot on the screen without
moving the turtle.
TrV th IS • ^-LOCATION OF XCOORDINATE

V * ?DOT no?DOT 80 54LOCATION OF /COORDINATE
?FD 10

?RT 90

?FD 180

The'V in x coordinate is a
horizontal position. *•»
The *y" in v coorhivate is a
vertical posit/on. J

It you type print xcor /
you will find the position
of the x coordinate.
What do you think print ycor
does?

37
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* * x x_x

J.
COORDINATES

y

y

y

y

22

Do you want to move the turtle before
you begin fo draw on the screen?
Use sx and sy to set the location of
the turtle.

Suppose you want to draw a very large
circle.

Iry ?CIRCLER 12

n/OW try SXY ~ 66 30 CIRCLER 12

That's a lot better for drawing, isn't it?



In Chapter 1, you learned
how to make asquare. But
suppose you wanted to be
ab e to change the size ot
a square easily.

Turn the page fo
learn what you
can do...

39
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Tryth ,c • THIS tiEQUfAES AN INPUT
•^ * J NUMBER FOR THE SIZE OF

W THE SIDE.

?TO SQUARE :SIDE

>REPEAT 4 CFD :SIDE RT 903
>END ^

THERE MUST ALWAYS BE A
SPACE BEFORE TH£ COlONC).
THE COUON St&NAiLS T«/VT
AN WPUT W0f\£ WILL FOLLOW.

Now use fhis procec/ure and try this:
7SQUARE 40 4 WHEN YOLWNPUT A NUMBER.
7SQUARE 10 Y0U Do M N&V THE CoLOM.
?SQU^RE 20

7SQUARE 30

There are endless variations using
inputs. Vbu con create many shapes

Try this:
?T0 MANYSHAPES :SIDE :ANGLE

>FD :SIDE

>RT :ANGLE

>MANYSHAPES <:SIDE + 3) :ANGLE

>END

Experiment with different
inputs .such as:

7MANYSHAPES 6 97

Try other numbers.



Here are some examples of
manyshapes -thai children have
invented--

TITLE
INPUTS FOR

MANYSHAPES

Bomb.Hit i 150

Rose 5 <W

Doily 1 170

Maze 3 HS

Better. Stairs 53 213

Endless Tunnel 3 SO

41



fim with SPRITES

T\ LO&O has some creatures for you \o
play Wh- They <xre. called sprites.
There are 32 sprites in all, numbered
•from 0 +o 31.

Each sprite can carry a different shape.
You con design fhe shapes yourself,
if you wanffo.

42



There qre s shapes in the computer's
memory. They are numbered from 1 to S.

1 is an airplane Hf

Z is a truck

3 is a rocket

4 is a ball

5 is a box

i

Now try th is •' ?TELL SPRITE 1

?CARRY 2

7H0ME

?SC 4

What okyect did you get? What color is it?
Did you see a blue truck ?
To make the truck disappear, type sc 0

Now try makina a
red Q\rp\cxnt vCnth*. £™v

7TELL SPRITE 2

?SXY 50 50

?SC 6

ti lo6oit\ Want fo see ifdouble in size?Type
_^L_/To see ifgo bock fo hqlf stze; type

BIG.

SMALL .

43
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25.

SPRITES

Lei's move our Z sprites.

The f ruck should move across
fhe screen, so let's sef fhe heading af 90.

?TELL SPRITE 1

?SH 90

?SS 25

SS means
Set Speed

Thai will get fhe fruck moving.
Wow lei's get the plane moving

?TELL SPRITE 2

?SH 45 4- WC WANT THE PLANE TO GO UP
?SS 75 <- PLANES GO PASTERTHAN TRUCKS



What happens when the plane hits the
truck?

If you want to get everything moving
at the same speed, try

?TELL :ALL

?SS 50

Tired of all that writing down the side
of the screen?Type cs

45



Thaw

46

Vou can stop the sprites any time
you wish.

Just type FREEZE

Want to get them going again?
Type thaw

Want to make all the sprites go away?
Try ?TO CLEARSPRITES

>TELL sALL

>SC O

>END



Scenes

^W^.

Wow that you know how to position
objects on the screen, you can begin
to combine sprites to create interesting
scenes.

Try fo make the sprite
rocket land on a plane/.

47
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One day you may feel like making
your own sprites.

My ThlS- ?TELL SPRITE (71 NUMBER OTHROU6K30
7MAKESHAPE (ANUMBER MORE THAN 6)

Do you see agrid with ablinking
sgjuqre? You move the square by
typing E flip)

S (LEFT)

D (RIGHT)

X IDOWN)



If you wanf +o plot fhe square, just
hold down Ifctn l and E, S, D or X.
When you ore finished, hold down
ifctn i and press 9,

Ihen iVpe^ CARRY (Nv*e&< you did on previous page)
SETCOLOR (SO (COLOR NUMBER O THROUGH 15.)

SETHEADING (SH) (HEADIN6 NUMBER O THR0U6H 3<f>0)

SETSPEED (SS) (SPEED NUMBER-~IX7 THROUGH 127)

Try fh/s:
7TELL SPRITE 3

?MS 14

FCTN E

FCTN E

FCTN E

FCTN E

FCTN E

FCTN D

FCTN D

FCTN D

FCTN E

FCTN E

FCTN E

FCTN E

FCTN E

FCTN 9

7CARRY 14

?SC 13

?CB 15

7H0ME

?SH 45

?SS 76

49
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You con have sprites do d/fferenf
things by us/nj the command each .

Try fhis: 7TELL :ALL

7CARRY sBALL

7EACH CSC YOURNUMBER3

?HOME

7EACH CSH YOURNUMBER3

?SS 76

lomake an arrow

?TELL SPRITE 4
?MS 15

D, D, D, D, D, D, D
FCTN D

FCTN X

FCTN X

FCTN S

FCTN X

FCTN X

FCTN S

FCTN D, D, D, D
X

FCTN S, S, S, S, S, S
X

FCTN D, D, D, D, D, D, D, D
FCTN 9

7CARRY 15

?SC 13

?CB 15

7H0ME

7SH 0

7SS 76

Make your own shapes.



with

L E

Would you like to make designs with
letters?

Try this* makechar 45
What happened?
Did you see ayid that looks like this:

51
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All of the characters that you can
see on the screen belong to a
group of oojects colled files. There
ore 128 tiles.

You can change fhe shape of any
tile by using tne command makechar i
fhe code number for the character
you want io see.

How do you find out the code, number?
Suppose you want to kno\A/ the code
for V.

Tryj this:
PRINT CHARNUM "A



Suppose you want to know what
character has the code number IS.

Try this: PRINTCHAR 78

Mow you can put qtile anywhere on
the screen by typing:

PUTTILE 65 20 10

Cpwnt tile 6r /»T posjtion 2.0,10)

Use the arrow keys «->-*, 4, t to
draw on the grid-

For real fun, try coloring fhe tiles-
?PUTTILE 65 20 10

?TELL TILE 65

9SETC0L0R :RED

Experiment with different files

•Sl-rORT-CUTS

MAKECHAR = MC

PRINTCHAR » PC

PUTTILE • PT

53



LYNNE JOE

MIKE DEB

uestions
Ideas

If you have Questions about LOGO or want
to share ideas with ofher LOGO-ites, the
National LOGO Exchange is a friendly source.
The address is:

THE NATIONAL LOGO EXCHANGE
Tom Lough, Editor
Box 5341
Charlottesville, VA 2290S

Another address you might find useful is:
Logo Computer Systems, Inc.
368 Congress Street
Boston, MA 02210

TJF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS, WRITE TO ONE OF THE AUTHORS
AT THE FOLLOWING ADDRESSES:

Joe Kuffler
1774 Cloverly Lane
Jenkintown, PA 19046

Debbie Toll

2054 Waller Drive
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
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Michael Rubin
8817 Rising Sun Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19115

Lynne Mass
Abington Friends School
Lower School
Jenkintown, PA 19046

Trillium Press

P.O. Box 921

Madison Square Station
NY, NY 10159



Brackets - two half squares ( [ and ] ). You get these on the screen by
pushing SHIFT + N or M.

CARRY - a command that comes after SPRITE in the sequence of making a
SPRITE appear.

CLEARSCREEN (CS) - a command that erases everything you have drawn on the
screen.

Command - information you enter that tells the computer what to do. For
example, CB, SC, TO...

Cursor - the white blinking square that moves on the screen. It shows where
the next character will be printed and moves one space ahead of whatever you
are writing.

Disk - stores information magnetically.

Disk Drive - "reads" the disk and converts its information to electrical
impulses to be used by the computer.

DOT - a command that places a dot on the screen at the X coordinate and Y
coordinate.

EACH - A command that allows you to use a list of commands with more than
one SPRITE.

EDIT (ED) - a command that puts you into the LOGO editor.

END - a command that tells the computer your procedure is finished.

ENTER - pushing this key enables you to go to the next line. It also
processes whatever has been typed into the computer.

ERASE (ER) - a command that erases a program from the memory.

FREEZE - a command that stops a moving SPRITE.

HJDETURTLE (HT) - a command that makes the turtle disappear.

HOME - a command that puts the turtle in the center of the screen pointing
straight up (0°).

Input - requires the user to type in a number after a word command when the
word is followed by a space and a colon. For example, in a procedure such
as SQUARE :SIDE, the :SIDE indicates the need for a number to tell the computer
how long to make the side.

MAKECHAR (MC) - a command that draws a character on a grid.
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MAKESHAPE (MS) - a command that allows you to create your own SPRITE.

NOTURTLE - a command that makes the screen all text.

PA - prints out everything in the workspace.

PENDOWN (PD) - a command that enables the turtle to move while drawing. The
opposite of penup.

PENERASE (PE) - a command that erases lines on the screen drawn by the turtle.

PENREVERSE (PR) - a command that reverses the color of anything the Pen crosses.

PENUP (PU) - a command that enables the turtle to move without drawing. The
opposite of pendown.

PO procedurename - takes a procedure as input, and prints out procedure.

PP - prints procedures.

PRINT - a command that must be entered before writing a statement. For
example, PRINT HELLO allows the computer to display HELLO on the screen
after pushing RETURN.

PRINTCHAR (PC) - a command that gives a character shape to a number.

PRINT HEADING - a command that prints on the screen the degree (to the right
of vertical) that the turtle is heading.

Printout - a command that prints a procedure on the screen or the printer.

Procedure - instructions to computer telling it what to do and how to do it.
A procedure can be recalled from disk or memory whenever it is needed.

PUTTILE - a command that places a tile on a grid.

RECALL - a command that allows you to load previously saved procedures
from a cassette or disk.

REPEAT- a command that tells the computer to repeat your commands. You must
tell the computer how many times to repeat the command.

SAVE - a command that allows you to save your procedures on the disk.

SETBACK GROUND (CB) - a command that lets you change the color of the back
ground of the screen.

SETHEADING (SH) - a command that sets the turtle's angle in degrees (from 0
to 360).

SHOWTURTLE (ST) - a command that places the turtle in the middle of the screen.
It puts you in the graphics (drawing) mode.



SPRITE - a shape that you can create or that is stored in the computer's
memory.

TELL SPRITE - a command that puts you in the SPRITE mode.

TELL TILE - a command that puts you in the TILE mode.

TELL TURTLE - a command that puts you in the TURTLE mode.

THAW - a command that reverses the effect of FREEZE.

WATT - a command that allows a procedure to pause.

X Coordinate - a horizontal position on the screen as measured from a central
line.

Y Coordinate - a vertical position on the screen as measured from a central
line.
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TELL ME MORE

- input missing.

OUT OF SPACE

- you used up all available memory.

OUT OF INK

all available tiles used up for drawing. To draw more, clear the
screen.

TELL ME HOW TO (do something)

either you have typed in a procedure that does not exist, or you
have used a command that Mr. Turtle does not recognize.

(something) DOES NOT LIKE (something) AS INPUT

the procedure you have entered does not go with the data you have
entered.

TELL ME WHAT TO DO WITH (something)

you have generated some data and have not given instructions of
what to do with it.
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